108	.         LALLA-VAKYANI      •	[96.
What shall I do to the five, to the ten, to the
eleven.
Who scraped out this pot and departed ?
Had they all united and pulled- upon this
rope,
Then how should the cow of the eleven owners
have been lost ?
The 'five3 are the five Utitas, or principles of ex-
perience of the material world (see verse 77 and
Vocabulary, s. v« luth^ 2). The * ten' are the ten principal
and secondary vital airs (see Vocabulary, s. v. prdn, 2).
The 'eleven' are the five organs (indriya) of sense
(j&due/idriya), and the five organs of action (karwSudrii/a)
(see Vocabulary s. v. ynnd^)^ together with the thinking-
faculty or manas (see Vocabulary,, s.v. man) which rules
them, as the eleventh.
If all these could be controlled, and were all united in
the one endeavour to compass Self-realization, there
would have been a chance of success; but they all pull
in different directions, one misdirecting the soul hither,
and another thither, to the soul's ruin. It is like a cow
owned by eleven masters, each of whom holds it by a
separate rope, and each of whom pulls it in a different
direction. The result is the loss, L e. the destruction,
of the cow.
The ' pot' which they have scraped out is the soul.
Just as people take a pot of food, and ladle out its
contents, scraping out the last dregs; so these have
taken the last dregs of worldly enjoyment out of the
soul for their own purposes, and have then gone away
and left it helpless. They themselves have gained only
temporary joys, while the soul has lost its opportunity of
union with the Supreme.
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